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Executive Summary

After having been bullish since mid-December, two weeks ago, ‘Matrix on Target’ started
warning investors that we could see a deeper decline if Bitcoin prices fall back below $24,000.
Indeed, Bitcoin has now dropped by 10% from the February highs and could even fall further
— potentially falling back to $20,000. While monetary policy was the driving force for the
crypto market in 2022, this year, regulation could be the key differentiator between firms that
win market share and those that lose out.

The reasons for this have been continued tightening liquidity, combined with the suspension
of USD bank transfers (notably by Binance on February 8, and Bybit on March 10) as well as
the closure of Silvergate’s Exchange Network (SEN) on March 4. Related to Binance’s USD
suspension, Signature Bank, another bank close to the crypto sector, had informed their
crypto exchange customers that SWIFT payment transfers of less than $100,000 would no
longer be supported as of February 1, 2023. As we have argued, all three are interrelated; this
is a big deal!

There is a deliberate attempt to reevaluate the links between the traditional banking system
and the crypto economy. The founding concept of Bitcoin was to create an alternative
financial system. Some have even argued that crypto does not need banks; crypto should be
“bankless”. As a result of this year’s regulatory enforcement, offshore stablecoins, such as
Tether’s USDT are seeing strong demand while at the same time, their trading volume has
declined markedly.

Exhibit 1: Tether USDT trading volume (light blue) has declined significantly

Source: Matrixport Technologies
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But without the ability to channel fiat currency into the crypto world, crypto looks more like a
quiet pond than a sparkling fountain of innovation. Silvergate has not only been the most
important link between investors who wanted to channel money into crypto exchanges, crypto
hedge funds, crypto venture capital funds, and crypto projects, but the bank also offered to
settle balances between Silvergate bank clients at any time of the day, including weekends
and public holidays. Twenty-four-hour settlement is important to take advantage of arbitrage
opportunities in the crypto markets and for the seamless exchange of collateral which is
managed through smart contracts.

While nobody is surprised that the regulatory walls are being raised, it is important to
understand the implications this might have on the crypto ecosystem. According to Coindesk,
196 out of 535 senators (36%) and representatives have received campaign support from FTX
executives.1 Those who received campaign funding might rather oppose any progress on
crypto regulation than be associated with a crypto exchange that undeniably misappropriated
user funds.

On January 3, the Federal Reserve, FDIC, and the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency
issued a joint statement on crypto-asset risk to the banking organisations.2 While politicians
and regulators had previously warned about the volatility of crypto currencies, the latest
warnings include the financial stability of the banking system. This change of warning, which
seems to be spearheaded by the White House administration3, is indeed a big deal creating
quite the domino effect.

On January 13, the SEC accused crypto exchange Gemini and crypto firm Genesis Trading to
have failed to register a crypto lending scheme as a securities offering.

On January 27, Custodia Bank, a bank that was formed three years ago to be the “bridge
between digital assets and the U.S. dollar payments system”, was denied membership of the
Fed supervisory system and the bank was also denied a master account.

On February 1, Signature Bank stopped SWIFT transfers of crypto related firms that were less
than $100,000.

On February 9, crypto exchange Kraken agreed to pay $30 million to settle SEC charges that it
offered unregistered securities through its staking program which explicitly offered a yield that
did not appear to depend on the actual staking return.

3 White House Outlines Plan To Regulate Cryptocurrencies—Here’s What You Should Know

2 Joint Statement on Crypto-Asset Risks to Banking Organizations

1 Congress' FTX Problem: 1 in 3 Members Got Cash From Crypto Exchange's Bosses
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On February 13, crypto firm Paxos was ordered to stop minting the Binance branded BUSD
stablecoin as Paxos might have been negligible in its oversight of the usage of this stablecoin.
Subsequently, the BUSD market capitalization declined from $16bn to now $8 billion.

Exhibit 2: Paxos-Binance BUSD market cap has materially declined since the announcement

Source: Matrixport Technologies

On March 4, Silvergate Bank halted the Silvergate’s Exchange Network (SEN) which was
subsequently closed and as a result Circle, Crypto (dot com) and Coinbase cut their
relationship with the bank. Potentially another implication was that crypto exchange Bybit also
halted USD transfers due the SEN closure. Silveragate has been closely linked with the crypto
exchange FTX fraud case as the bank’s internal compliance and anti-money laundering
departments appear to have overlooked several red flags.

Exhibit 3: Silvergate Bank share price vs. Bitcoin

Source: Matrixport Technologies
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On March 8, Silvergate bank announced that they were shutting operations and liquidating the
firm as the bank has seen most of their deposits leaving the balance sheet, which has now
impaired the financial stability ratios.

Obviously, these have all been wins for the current US administration which is also trying to
change the tax treatment of crypto currency transactions. Investors can sell losing positions to
offset gains before the end of the tax year. But while stock and bond investors have to wait
thirty days before they can buy the same securities to take advantage of this rule, crypto
investors can buy them back immediately. The change of this tax law could have implications
and raise $24 billion for the tax collector.

But crypto is not going down without a fight. Contrary to the Kraken staking defeat, Coinbase
CEO Brian Armstrong has defended the firm’s staking service and would even defend its
product “in court if necessary”. Well funded firms such as Coinbase and Ripple might have the
financial means to take on the SEC. Ripple’s CEO Brad Garlinghouse, has already warned that
the SEC regulation through enforcement could result in the U.S. becoming a less attractive
location for crypto firms.

Not all ground is lost though. While the SEC had opposed Binance.US being allowed to buy
crypto broker Voyager Digital — which had filed for bankruptcy after Three Arrows Capital
defaulted on a $670 million loan provided by the crypto broker — a bankruptcy judge has now
allowed the deal to go through. While there are still details to be hammered out such as
regulatory hurdles, the judge appears to lean favourably. The Voyager VGX tokens are up
+16% during the 24 hours after this announcement, which ‘could’ result in Voyager creditors
receiving 73% of their funds back.

In another case that the SEC opposed, judges are questioning how Bitcoin spot markets can
be manipulated but NOT Bitcoin futures markets, which have been approved to be traded on
U.S. soil and also be allowed to trade through ETFs. The SEC claimed that “99% correlation
does not equate to causation”. The SEC thinks that Bitcoin spot markets are fragmented while
Bitcoin futures only trade on the CME in Chicago.

As a result, the Grayscale GBTC discount has now narrowed to -36% from an all time low of
-48% as speculation that the Trust could be converted into an ETF has increased. The spread
has now likely found a floor and with -10% downside from here, there could also be +33%
upside... not a bad risk reward — as we have argued in December 2022 in our 2023 outlook
report. Obviously, a Bitcoin ETF issued in the U.S. could have been a big deal two years ago
but now, many interested investors have set up other accounts to buy their Bitcoins.
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Exhibit 4: Bitcoin prices vs. the GBTC NAV - currently trading at -33% relative to the Trust’s NAV

Source: Matrixport Technologies

Please note that this version only includes the executive summary of the
report. If you wish to receive regular updates via email, please feel free to

submit this form.
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Matrixport Research in the News

Mar 8: Survey Finds Retail Still Bullish on Crypto Post-FTX

Mar 7: Cutting Off Access To USD For Crypto Firms Is Deliberate

Mar 7: Ether Call Options Look Attractive Relative to Bitcoin as Volatility Spread Dwindles

Mar 6: Crypto Exchange Bybit Suspends USD Deposits

Mar 6: Investors Tread Cautiously as Bitcoin Price Rally

Mar 3: Bitcoin Bears May Still Be a Bit Early, Though Caution Urged

Mar 3: Bitcoin price slides 5% in 60 minutes amid Silvergate uncertainty

Mar 3: Why Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Shiba Inu Are Falling Today

Mar 3: Investors Shore Up Stablecoins as Silvergate Exodus Worsens

Mar 3: Ethereum core developers push Shanghai upgrade to early April

Feb 27: Stacks near $1 after 24% rise after crypto investment fund apes in

Feb 25: This New Crypto Hype Could Be A ‘Multi-Billion Dollar’ Opportunity

Feb 22: Ordinals NFTs Can Make Stacks’ STX a Multibillion-Dollar Token: Matrixport

Feb 22: Cryptoverse: Tether tightens grip on wobbling world of stablecoins

Feb 18: Reason Behind The Sudden $100 Billion Bitcoin, Ethereum And Crypto Price Boom?

Feb 14: Stablecoins not the target in BUSD crackdown: Matrixport head of research

Feb 14: Traders turn to USDT as BUSD dominates heavily imbalanced Curve liquidity pool

Feb 10: Crypto Market Sheds $40B as Bitcoin, Ethereum Prices Sink

Feb 10: 'Buy the dip' say analysts while SEC-inspired downturn

Feb 1: Bitcoin Price Could Reach $45K by Christmas: Matrixport

Jan 31: Stablecoins Seem Unattractive as the Gap Between 3pool's APY and Treasury Yields Widens

Jan 28: Bitcoin is headed for its best start to the year since 2013

Jan 28: Aptos Surge Triggers Flashbacks of Ripple’s 2017 Bull Run

Jan 27: US institutions account for 85% of Bitcoin buying in 'very positive sign'

Jan 25: You think scandal and bankruptcy are hitting bitcoin?

Jan 24: Chinese New Year Bitcoin Trade Is Guaranteed Profit, Researchers Say

Jan 21: Bitcoin Reaches Highest Since August Amid Second Weekend Surge

Jan 16: Binance Will Allow Institutional Investors to Keep Collateral Off the Crypto Exchange

Jan 12: Ether Hits 2-Month High Ahead of US CPI, Market Breadth Remains Weak

Jan 11: Gala Games Deletes Tweet Announcing Partnership With Hollywood Star The Rock
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https://finance.yahoo.com/news/ordinals-nfts-stacks-stx-multi-105923913.html
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https://decrypt.co/121026/crypto-market-sheds-bitcoin-ethereum-prices-sink
https://www.kitco.com/news/2023-02-10/-Buy-the-dip-say-analysts-while-SEC-inspired-downturn-roils-the-crypto-market.html
https://www.coindesk.com/markets/2023/02/01/bitcoin-price-could-reach-45000-by-christmas-2023-matrixport/?
https://www.coindesk.com/markets/2023/01/31/stablecoins-seem-unattractive-as-the-gap-between-3pools-apy-and-treasury-yields-widens/
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Jan 11: Cryptocurrency industry has to ‘move on’ from FTX collapse, analyst says

Jan 5: First Mover Americas: A Win for Celsius in Courtapse, analyst says

Jan 5: First Mover Americas: A Win for Celsius in Court

Dec 20: Bitcoin Gains 2%, Stocks Drop as Bank of Japan Allows Benchmark Bond Yields to Rise

Dec 16: NFTs may see evolved applications, but recovery to previous highs is unlikely

Dec 16: Bitcoin, Ether Slip as Audit Firm Mazars Pauses Work for Crypto Clients

Dec 15: Perplexing Tranquility? Bitcoin's Implied Volatility Hits Lowest Since October 2020

Dec 15: Telegram's No-SIM Signup Feature Helps Toncoin Rally, Bitcoin Also Higher

Dec 10: Bitcoin Above $17K as Wholesale Price Inflation Is Hotter Than Expected

Dec 5: Bitcoin Lags as Unwinding of 'Fed Trade' Lifts US Stocks Above 200-Day Average

Dec 1: Bitcoin's Price Action Is Encouraging, But It May Not Signal Bottom: Traders

Nov 29: Cryptoverse: Messi takes on Ronaldo in fan coin world cup

Nov 28: Bitcoin Drops as Tremors From China Unrest Spook Global Markets

Nov 28: Crypto Twitter calls for calm after wETH insolvency joke goes viral

Nov 25: Matrixport Favors 'Systematic Bitcoin Call Overwriting' Strategy for 2023

Nov 24: Curve's CRV Token Turns Volatile as Exchange's Balance Hits Record High

Nov 16: Institutions Take Berish Stance on Bitcoin, Create Arbitrage Opportunity

Nov 10: Ether, Solana trade at a premium on FTX, here is probably why

Nov 7: Open Interest in FTT Futures Doubles as Binance Moves to Liquidate FTX Token Holdings

Nov 4: MATIC Rally Gathers Speed as Meta Announces Polygon-Powered NFTs

Nov 2: Experts Recommend Ether and Bitcoin Options 'Straddles' to Capture Post-Fed Price Swings

Oct 29: Huge Prediction Shows Bitcoin Could Rocket Sooner Than You Think

Oct 28: Bitcoin Could Rally to $63K Ahead of Next Mining Reward Halving

Oct 25: Exploring Ethereum’s 2022 Trajectory

Oct 19: Bitcoin Stuck in a Rut as BofA Survey Reveals 'Long Dollar' Is Most Favored Trade

Oct 13: Further BTC mining consolidation as Crusoe acquires peer mining firm

Oct 12: Some Traders Getting Ready to 'Sell Volatility

Oct 11: You can now search ETH addresses on Google — But what about Bitcoin?

Oct 10: Is the cryptocurrency market bottoming out?

Oct 7: Will Comatose Bitcoin Market Come Alive After NFP Data?

Oct 4: CoinShares’ Butterfill suggests ’continued hesitancy’ among investors
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https://www.coindesk.com/video/bitcoin-above-dollar17k-as-wholesale-price-inflation-is-hotter-than-expected/
https://www.coindesk.com/markets/2022/12/05/bitcoin-lags-as-unwinding-of-fed-trades-lifts-us-stocks-above-200-day-average/
https://www.coindesk.com/markets/2022/12/01/bitcoin-price-action-encouraging-but-yet-to-tick-all-boxes-in-bottom-confirmation/
https://www.reuters.com/technology/cryptoverse-messi-takes-ronaldo-fan-coin-world-cup-2022-11-29/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-11-28/bitcoin-drops-as-tremors-from-china-unrest-spook-global-markets?leadSource=uverify%20wall
https://cointelegraph.com/news/crypto-twitter-calls-for-calm-after-weth-insolvency-joke-goes-viral
https://www.coindesk.com/markets/2022/11/25/matrixport-favors-systematic-bitcoin-call-overwriting-strategy-for-2023/
https://www.coindesk.com/markets/2022/11/22/curves-crv-token-slides-17-as-exchange-balance-hits-record-high/
https://www.coindesk.com/markets/2022/11/16/institutions-return-to-bitcoin-market-but-on-the-bearish-side-steep-discount-in-cme-futures-indicates/
https://www.coindesk.com/markets/2022/11/10/ether-solana-trade-at-premium-on-ftx-here-is-probably-why/
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https://www.forbes.com/sites/billybambrough/2022/10/29/huge-prediction-shows-bitcoin-could-rocket-sooner-than-you-think-after-2-trillion-crypto-and-ethereum-price-crash/?sh=20a19b18195d
https://www.coindesk.com/markets/2022/10/28/bitcoin-could-rally-to-63k-by-2024-mining-reward-halving-matrixport/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w8cq574RZx4
https://www.coindesk.com/markets/2022/10/19/bitcoin-stuck-in-a-rut-as-bofa-survey-reveals-long-dollar-is-most-favored-trade/
https://cointelegraph.com/news/further-btc-mining-consolidation-as-crusoe-acquires-peer-mining-firm
https://www.coindesk.com/markets/2022/10/12/bitcoin-technical-indicator-signals-big-moves-with-some-traders-getting-ready-to-sell-volatility/
https://cointelegraph.com/news/you-can-now-search-eth-addresses-on-google-but-what-about-bitcoin
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/forkast_is-the-cryptocurrency-market-bottoming-out-activity-6985681787410616321-1e5G?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_desktop
https://www.coindesk.com/markets/2022/10/07/will-comatose-bitcoin-market-come-alive-after-nfp-data/
https://cointelegraph.com/news/coinshares-butterfill-suggests-continued-hesitancy-among-investors
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Oct 3: Range-Bound Bitcoin Reminds Crypto Twitter of 2018 Lull That Ended With 50% Crash

*all charts are provided by Matrixport Technologies based on various external data sources, which can include, Coingecko,
Investing, Coinalyze, Stelareum, Token Terminal, YahooFinance, amongst others.

Disclaimer: This publication is issued in BVI by Matrixport Technologies Ltd. (“Matrixport”). The information provided in the publications are
meant purely for informational purposes and should not be relied upon as financial advice. None of the information contained here constitutes
an offer, or a solicitation of an offer, to purchase or sell any securities, financial instruments or strategies, or to make any investments. Any
opinions expressed are intended to be mere opinions and not investment advice, and nothing herein should be construed as financial,
investment, legal or tax advice or advice of any sort. Matrixport does not provide individually tailored investment advice. You are advised to
consult with your own professional advisers and to make your own independent decisions regarding any securities, financial instruments,
strategies or investments. Any opinions are personal to the author and may be subject to change. These may not necessarily reflect the
opinion of Matrixport or its affiliates, officers or employees. This publication has been prepared based upon information, including market
prices, data and other information, from sources believed to be reliable and we make no representation and assume no liability as to the
accuracy or completeness of the information nor for any loss arising from any investment made in reliance of this publication. This publication
may contain data from third party sources and may contain inaccurate or out-of-date data. Investment in digital assets carries a high level of
risk and may lead to a total loss of capital. To the extent applicable, Matrixport asserts legal ownership and copyright over this publication.
This publication may not be used, redistributed or retransmitted, in whole or in part, or in any form or manner, without the express written
consent of Matrixport. Any unauthorized use is prohibited. Receipt and review of this information constitutes your agreement not to use,
redistribute or retransmit the contents and information contained in this publication without first obtaining express permission from an
authorized officer of Matrixport. Copyright 2023 Matrixport Technologies Ltd. All rights reserved.
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